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REVEALED IN A PUBLIC DEBATE IN MERUGE  

PROOFS OF “CRIMINAL ACT” IN BUSHFIRES 

DISAPPEARED AT  POLICE STATIONS  

   

A Full room for another debate organized by the Group GCL (“Group Clean 

Skies“/“Grupo Céus Limpos”) in Portugal, which took place on May 27th at the 

local community of Meruge, council of Oliveira do Hospital, Portugal.  The 

central topics were the causes and consequences of the October Fire 2017.  

  

Conny Kadia, co-founder of Group "GCL" and one of the organizers of this debate, repeated 

the questions that arose from the working group, investigating causes of the fire catastrophes: 

"Why did evidences disappear, which had been delivered to several Police Stations 

immediately after the fires, and why has no witness ever been called for an investigation? 

Dozens of people saw drones spreading fire, and, so far, no institution was interested in 

investigating the causes; people heard airplanes when the fire broke out, with falling 

fireballs." She also denounced the fact of Spraying the Atmosphere by the use of Chemicals, 

which has been authorized in Portugal by the PSD government under Cavaco  

Silva, signing the Contract “Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR 2008-2020)” /  

“Contrato Céu Único”, in 2010!   

"Since that time, heavy metals such as aluminum, magnesium and others, are being sprayed 

to form a network with artificial clouds, in order to change our atmosphere for industrial and 

military purposes. These metals are explosive and flammable and reaching to the soil, they 

leave the forests with a favorable surface for the propagation of fires.” She also stated that 

“the Portugal Fires 2017, in the council of Pedrógão Grande in June as well as in the council 

of Oliveira do Hospital in October, have incredible similarities in behaviour, time schedule 

and population abandonment".  

  

Conny Kadia revealed that a “Petition Against Spraying of Chemicals in Portuguese 

Sky”/”Petição Contra Rastos Químicos em Portugal” was submitted to the Assembly of the 

Republic, in January 2017, just a few months before the disasters. "There are more than 4000 

signatures that deserve the major attention of the involved institutions in the actual analysis 

of the disasters in 2017,  if we want to preserve our future, to safeguard family farming and 

to have a secure life in Portugal".  

  

Xavier Viegas, president of the Association for the Development of Industrial Aerodynamics 

of the University of Coimbra (ADAI), was warning about the possibility of similar episodes 

occurring in the future, emphasizing the need for civil societies to organize themselves, so 

that they can react, concerted and organized, to a potential catastrophic occurrence.  



  

João Dinis, the director of the National Confederation of Agriculture (CNA) of Coimbra, 

alerted the need to attack more precisely the causes of these forest fires, which are rooted in 

the ruin of family agriculture and the rural world, as well as the ruin of the multifunctional 

forest, as a direct consequence of bad political measures, defined and implemented by the  

(CAP) ”Common Agricultural Policy”/”Política Agrícola Comum”.  

  

Conny Kadia, born in Germany 1965, studied politics and philosophy, and in 1995 

immigrated to Portugal as musician and freelancer for translation services and a better life 

in nature.    

Since 2014, she is a  Geoengineering Activist in Portugal! 

https://chemtrailsportugal.netpack.pt/  


